HONGKONG—MACAO
the Japanese had captured a town only twenty-five miles
further north. But the wireless-bulletin told us nothing
new; and we agreed that we had better attempt the jour-
ney, at any rate as far as Kai-feng. ^Whatever happens,'
said McClure joyfully,4 we'll be in the thick of it!'
Tonight a train was promised for eleven o'clock. At
twelve-thirty we were told that it had actually reached
the North Station, only a mile away. McClure decided
that he and I should walk there, along the track, leaving
Auden and Chiang to look after the luggage. In this way
we should be more likely to get seats. As we set out it
began to rain. Several hundred yards down the line there
was a most unpleasant bridge, open to the water beneath.
You had to cross it by stepping delicately from girder to
girder, hoping that the gaps, invisible in the darkness,
would be roughly equidistant. 'What shall we do', I asked
timidly, cif the train comes now?' 6Jump it,' replied Mc-
Clure promptly, and proceeded to explain the proper tech-
nique of jumping trains, if you didn't want a broken neck.
But, to my surprise and relief, the train actually was
waiting. McClure efficiently identified it from among a
dozen others. We even found a sleeping-compartment
with four vacant berths. At first he was inclined to turn
up his nose at so much unnecessary comfort; but I cun-
ningly pleaded with him to accept it for the sake of Auden,
who, I hinted, was far from well.
Auden, meanwhile, had had an alarming experience.
After a visit to the station lavatory at the far end of the
sidings, he had returned to find that Chiang and our lug-
gage had utterly disappeared—swallowed up in a vast,
amorphous mass of sleeping soldiers and refugees which
grew perpetually larger, like a nightmare fungus, and
threatened gradually to cover the entire platform. It had
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